in a convex set of functions u. If the minimum is attained at an interior point u of the convex set, one expects u(x) to be a weak solution of the corresponding Euler equation, say (0.2), for all ~ E C~(~). But if the minimum is attained at a boundary point of the convex set, one can only expect to obtain inequalities of the type (0.3) for a more restricted class of test functions.
Professor H. Lewy called our attention to the technique of his paper [9] . In the variational case, this involves the consideration of the desired solution as a limit, as K~oo, of a minimizing function for the case when the competing functions arc restrained to be uniformly Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant not exceeding K. This idea is the motivation for our introduction of quasi solutions; cf. also [15] .
Part II will deal with a priori estimates for quasi solutions. The methods will be similar to, but simpler than, those of [14] . One of the main simplifications (which permits the avoidance of results of De Giorgi [4] and their extension to the boundary) arises from an adaptation of an idea of Rado [12] , p. 63; cf. the proof of Lemma 10.0 below. A similar use of Rado's device occurs in Miranda [11] .
The first two sections of Part III give existence and uniqueness theorems for Dirichlet boundary value problems associated with (0.3). One of the novel features of the results below is the fact that the equations considered involve non-linear functionals, rather than functions, of the unknown u. The last section is concerned with the regularity (beyond that of Lipschitz continuity) for solutions. The results of De Giorgi and their extensions are used only in the last section.
Part I. Functional analysis
t. An existence theorem. Let X be a reflexive Banach space over the reals and X' its strong dual (=conjugate space). The pairing of X' and X will be denoted by (u',u). The pairing of Y' and Y will be denoted by (y', y).
If S is a subset of X and ~EX, then S+~ will denote the translation of S by ~; i.e., S+~= {u: u=s +~, seR}.
In the theorems of Part I, ~ will denote a closed convex subset of X with the property that va, uze~ ~ ua--u2e Y. 
2). For every uE~, let A(u) be a bounded linear/unctional on Y, with the metric induced by X, and let A(u) have the/ollowing Troperties; (i) i/ M is any linear mani/old in Y with dimM<co and q)E~, then (A(u),v) is a continuous/unction o/u,v/or uE~ N (M § vEM;
(ii) A(u) is monotone, i.e.,
(A(u2)-A(ul), u~-ul)>~O /or ul, u~E~; (1.3) (iii) when ~ is not bounded, A(u) is coercive in the sense that there exists some ~OoE~ satis/ying (A(u)-A(~o),U-~o)/llU-~oll~-~
as llull , ue .
(
1.4)

Let u -> C(u) be a mapping/rom ~ to Y' which is completely continuous (i.e., is continuous/rom the weak topology o/~ X to the strong topoloffy o/ Y') and which is bounded,
[IC(u)ll~,<i /or uE~, (1.5) JL constant.
Then there exists at least one u o E ~ satis/ying (A(%), v-uo)>~(C(%), v-uo) /or vE~.
( 1.6) Remark. Since v-u o occurs linearly, it follows that (1.6) holds for all v in the cone {v:v =uo+tw , wE~--% and t>~0} with vertex u 0. This cone contains ~ and becomes Y § o when 0 is an interior point of the subet ~-% of Y. In the latter case, equality holds in (1.6).
Theorem 1.1 contains, as a special case, the main result of [15] . We had originally formulated this theorem with a monotony condition stronger than (1.3). The question of the validity of the theorem, as stated above, was suggested to us by J. L. Lions.
(1) Added in proof (Jan. 18, 1966) . After this paper was submitted for publication, the authors In order to prove the last corollary, let Uo, U 1 be two solutions of (1.6), so that
Adding these inequalities gives
CA(uo) -A(ul), uo-ul) < (V(Uo) -C(ul), uo-u~.
Hence Uo-=U 1 by (1.10).
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in two parts: first, the case where Y is a finite dimensional manifold (Section 4) and, second, a limit process (Section 5). The second part depends on an application of arguments of Minty generalized by Browder (cf., in particular, the proof of Theorem 4 in [3] ). 
Proo/. Let v =~o in (2.1) and rewrite the resulting inequality as
The right side is majorized by
If ~ is bounded, the lemma is trivial. If R is unbounded, the assertion follows from (1.4). where (., 9 ) denotes the scalar produc~ in E n.
Proo I. If ~ is a point, the lemma is trivial. If ~ is not a point, then it can be supposed that ~ has interior points for otherwise, without loss of generality, E n is replaced by a suitable subspace of E n containing ~. Since a translation of the space E n does not affect the assumption or assertion, it can be supposed that u =0 is an interior point of ~.
Let u 0 E ~. Then (3.1) holds if and only if there is a hyperplane :z through %, supporting such that if N 4= 0 is a vector orthogonal to ~ and pointing into the half-space not conraining ~, then B(uo)= -tN for some t ~>0.
Case 1. a~ is of class C 1. Assume that (3.1) fails to hold for all u0E a~. We shall show
has a solution u0E~ (which satisfies (3.1) trivially).
Let N(Uo) be the outward, unit normal vector at u 0 E a~. Then It will be shown that there exists an element yME~M satisfying 
By the monotony condition (1.3),
The sets S(v) are closed with respect to the weak topology on X. For ~ is closed and convex, hence weakly closed, while the complete continuity of C(u) shows that By virtue of Lemma 2.3, % is a solution of (1.6). This proves Theorem 1.1.
5.
Another existence theore~a. The result of this section is a theorem related to Theorem 1.1 and is a generalization of results of Browder [3] and of Leray and Lions [8] concerning the equation Au =0. 
(A(um, Uo), Uo -urn) >1 (A(um, u,,), u o -urn) ~ -c inf Hu0-wll .
The extreme members of this inequality tend to 0, the first because of (6.6) and the last because U Mm is dense in Y. Consequently 
LEMMA 7.1 (Sobolev). Let l<-~<n and uEH~'~(~2). Then there exists a constant S~ depending only on ~, n but not on ~, such that
Ilull~.<S~llu~ll~. (7.1)
We shall make occasional use of the following simple lemma which is an analogue of the Case 1 of Lemma 2.1 of [14] .
LEMMA 7.2. Let ~(t) be a non-negative, non-increasing ]unction on t >~0 such that ~(t)-~0 as t--->oo and (tc[ (k)r (7.2) /or 0 <~ k < ~, where c > O, 7 > 1 are constants. Then p(t)=O /or t>~ciQ(O)]r-~/(7-1 ). (7.3)
Proof. Define the function H(k), 0 ~<k< c~, by since the existence of the integral in (7.2) implies that t~(t)-~0 as t-~oo. Thus, by (7.2),
Hence a quadrature gives
Consequently, H(k)=0 for some k ~ko,
in which case, 0(t) =0 for t >~/c o by (7.4) . Since H(0)~<c~7 (0) 
. ,/~)eL~(~), cr
and u(x) satis/y This result is due to Stampacchia; el. [14] , pp. 387-388. For the sake of completeness, a variant of the proof of [14] will be given here.
Proo/. We shall only prove (7.8), as (7.9) is a consequence of (7. 
(t) = I A(OI, I A(t) I
where ~(0)= I~]. Hence (7.8) follows from (7.12).
Remark. For applications below, it is important to note that, for the validity of (7.8) [or (7.9)], it is sufficient to know only that (7.7) holcls for the functions By a quasi or K-quasi solution of
The object of this section is to obtain a maximum principle (i.e., an a priori bound) for 
independent of ux.
The reason that the right side of (8.6) has been chosen as a sum rather than as one term is, not to obtain greater generality but, to illustrate the fact that two different situa- where Z' is the sum over the indices i for which/5(/) +7(i)+~(i)=~.
The following conditions will not be used in this section but will be stated here for reference later.
(A 4) For every number M >0, there exists a number g(M) such that [uo] as h-*oo; cf., e.g., [3] , [7] .
If ?[u] (x) depends essentially only on u(x) and not on its gradient ux(x) (as in the case in (8. The proof of this theorem will depend on modifications and simplifications of the proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 in [14] . For related results, see [7] , [13] .
THEOREM 8.1 (A priori bound). Assume (A1), (A2) and the inequality (8.11) in (A3). Let ~F=max]~(x)l on ~. Then there exists a constant T, depending on the parameters n, o~, l~, 2r I~1, ~, and c~, :r fl(i), ?(i), ~(i) /or i=l,...,m (but not on K), such that i/u(x) is a K-quasi solution o/ (8.3), then
Proo]. In the proof, T will denote a constant (not always the same) depending on the parameters mentioned in the theorem. By T(e) will be meant a constant depending on an additional parameter e. (a) The first step in the proof will be to obtain an inequality of the form ]]u[[~, ~< T.
To this end, we shall first majorize Iluxll .A, where A is the set A = {x: lu( )l >~}
Since ~F~>0, sgnU=sgnu. Consequently, by (8.5) and (8.6),
I
o, Ii, lL : vide.
Since JUt ~ lu] on A, the last integrand can be replaced by I~l~<"luxl '(', and so, Hblder's inequality gives, as a majorant for this integral, a u (8.13)
a(i) =7(i) ~/(~ -~(1)) < ~. (8.14)
Using H61der's inequality again, it is seen that the right side of (8.13) does not exceed
By a similar use of Hblder's inequality for II u II,),, and I A I <In], shows that there exists a constant T such that II =,ll,. ~--11 u~ll~ < T. 
for k >~F; el. the deduction of (7.11 ). An application of Lemma 7. 
where % >0 and -1/2 <v ~<0 are constants. If ~ E C 1'1 is uniformly convex, then (B4') implies (B3). Conversely, if ~ E C 1'1 is convex (but not necessarily uniformly convex), then (B3) implies (B4'); see [6] . 
# =%. Then there exists a constant T 1 (depending on the parameters speci/ied in Theorem 8,1, on 8(0) in (A4), and on ul, ~) with the property that i/u(x) is a K-quasi solution o/(8.3), then 2(u) <.T, where T=3Ko+ TI[1 +Q+Q1/(1-2a)] (9.13)
As to the choice ~=2+2~ and/z =%, see Remark 2 following (B1) above. This type of result, in which v~ > 0, is permitted, seems novel. If Q = 0 (so that ~(x) satisfies (B3)), then the condition on as(p) can be reduced from (B2) to (B1).
THEOREM 9.2. Let ~ be convex, as(p) satis]y (B1), and q~(x) satis]y (B3). Let F[u] be as in Theorem 9.1. Then there exists a constant T 2 (depending on the "parameters speci/ied in Theorem 8.1 and on 8(0) in (A4)) such that i/ u(x) is a K-quasi solution o/(8.3), then 2(u) <~ T, where T = 3K o + T 2.
l~or the variational case, Stampaeehia [14] derived a similar a priori bound for 2(u) under the additional condition that ~ is uniformly convex. Theorem 9.2 can be used to reduce the assumption that ~ is uniformly convex to the assumption that ~ is convex in theorems of [14] .
The convexity assumption on ~ in Theorem 9.1 can be relaxed if condition (9.12) is strengthened to v~ = 0.
THEOREM 9.3. Let a,(p) satis/y (B2) with l~=O; ~v(x) satis/y (B4) [e.g., (B4')]; and have the property that/or every x o E~, there is closed sphere Y~(Xo, R) o/radius R (independent o/Xo) outside o/~ such that the intersection ~ N Z(x0, R) is the point x o. Let F[u] be as in Theo. rem 9.1. Then there exists a constant T3 (depending on the parameters specified in Theorem
8.1, on ~(0) in (A4), and on R, vl) with the property that i/u(x) is a K quasi solution o/(8.3), then ~(u) <~ T, where T =3K § T3(1 +Q).
A part of the condition (B4) can be stated as follows: ~z• E/~'~176 and the norms of ~z+(x) in//s.or are uniformly bounded with respect to the parameter x0E0g2. By a different technique, it will be shown that if (B2) is strengthened to (B2'), then Theorem 9.3 remains correct if the space H s'~ (~)) is replaced by Hs'~(~), x > n(n + 1)/2, and that the same is true of Theorem 9.1 if the "convexity" of ~ is replaced by "uniform convexity". Instead of formulating an analogue of (B4), we shall merely use the following relaxation of (B4'): 
TH~,OR~.M 9.5. Theorem 9.3 is valid i/condition (B4) on q) is relaxed to (BS), but T a
depends also on u.
tO. Proois. The proofs of Theorems 9.1-9.5 will be given in this section and will be based on several lemmas. The first of these (Lemma 10.0) depends on a device of Rado and shows that it is sufficient to derive a priori bounds for the Lipsehitz continuity at points of ~). We then state and prove Lemmas 10.1-10.3 and derive Theorems 9.1-9.3, respectively, from these. Theorem 9.4 will be proved with the use of Lemmas 10.4 and 10.4a. Finally, we indicate the proof of Theorem 9.5.
LEMMi 10.0. Let aj(p)EC~ ") satis/y (9.4) in (BI'), ~0(x) be a uni/ormly Lipschitz continuous/unction on OR, and g(x) EL~(~). Let u(x) E~ satis/y f [aj(ux)(v-u)xj-g(x)(v-u)]dx>~O
/or vE:~,
]u(xo)-u(xO) I <g~lxo-xo I /or xoe~R, x~ (10.2)
Then the best Lipschitz constant 2(u) o/u satisfies
~(u) <El + 2$1R[ltn]]gH ~[Y, (10.3)
where $ is the constant in Lemma 7.3 with cr = co.
This lemma involves no convexity assumption on R. 
f,4 [aj(ux(x+ Ael))u~(x)-g(x+ Ael)(UA(X)-k)]dx<'O"
fA(~. ([aj(uz(x +
- -ga(x) (uA(x) -k)}dx < O, (10.12) Ael))
aj(uz(x) )]uA.~(x)
A) and using (9.4), 
--fAa,(~++lcO~)(u--:z § dx<-Z~(u-~z+-]c~)dx.
Adding these two inequalities and using (10.67,
~.l (u-~+ -k~)~ [~dx < 0. (10.35)
Thus u<ze++k5 on/2. Similarly, we obtain u~>z~--k0 on s 
This relation, (10.32), and (10.17) show that Then u o E ~, K = K o. By (13.5) and (13.6),
Let K >~ t(qD). For every u(x)E:~, let F[u](x) be a measurable/unction satis/ying (A4), (A5') in Section 8. Then there exists at least one u E ~ such that f [aj(u~)(v u)~ F[uJ(v u)]dx /or v
It is clear from (13.4) and (13.7) that a term-by-term integration of the last relation is permitted,
This is equivalent to fa aj(uo) (v -uo)xj dx >~ 0 for v -u o E :~o;
ef. Lemma 2.3. Since this, in turn, is equivalent to (13.3), the existence proof is complete.
The convexity of the set of solutions follows from Corollary 2.1. Miranda [10] uses the a priori bound 2(u) ~<K 0 to prove Theorem 13.2 for strictly convex /(p) E C ~. We shall use it in a similar way.
Proof. Assume first that (13.9) holds. By lower semi-continuity (cf. the arguments leading to (13.12) below), mini [u] , where
is attained on the set of functions ~, which is not empty for K >/K 0, and is compact under uniform convergence. The set :~ is convex and I[u] is strictly convex, so that the minimizing function Uo(X ) is unique and, by Lemma 11.2, 2(%)~<K0, independent of K. Thus
When/(p) does not satisfy (13.9), let/I(P),/~(P) .... be a sequence of functions satisfying (13.9) for all p and/re(P)-+/(P) uniformly on every bounded T-set, as m-~oo. It can also be supposed that for any R >0, there is an re(R) such that /(P)</m(P) for ]pl<R, m>-m(R). (13.10) Let U=Um(X) be the unique minimizing function for Hence, De Giorgi's theorem implies that there is some 2, 0 <2 < 1, such that v satisfies a uniformly H61der condition of order 2 on compacts in ~)0. Thus, u E C x" a(~).
In particular, u~(x)~C~ and so, the coefficients in (14.2) are continuous. Consequently, u E C ~' a(~)) for every 2, 0 < 2 < 1; cf. [2] . This gives (iii). Note that the conditions ~ E C a'~ and q(x) satisfies a bounded slope condition imply that ~0(x)E CX'l(0~) and is the trace of a function ~F(x)eCx'~(E"); see Corollary 4.2 and the Remark following it in [6] .
Hence, the proofs of the last parts of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in [14] give the last part of 
a(p)EC~'~(E ~) /or some m>~l and 0<2<1, then u(x)EC'~+I"~(~). Moreover, i/~s "+L~ and q~(x) e C '~ + L ~(~2), then u(x) E C m + ~" ~(~).
This is a consequence of 
) is o/ class cm+l"~(~). Moreover, i/ ~ E C re+l" ~ and qD(x) E C re+l" ~(~), then u(x) E C m+l" ~(~).
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 14. 
